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Abstract-In order to allow consumers to trace to the whole process of beef breeding, production and
processing after purchasing beef, to achieve smart, fast and practical goals for quality and safety of
beef traceability system, B / S (Browser / Server) mode architecture is used to build quality beef
traceability system based on RFID technology in this paper. First, the system is analyzed, the
structure and database system are designed and the key technologies to achieve traceability system
is explored, including the individual identification of cattle, data encoding, data synchronization
technology between the business and the central database and multi-platform tracing techniques.
Through the use of RFID technology, all aspects of information for each head of beef cattle from
breeding, slaughtering, processing, cold chain storage and transportation can be tracked and traced,
and a quality retrospective file which can be queried on the Internet network for each head of beef
cattle is formed. Solve the problem which the origin of beef production can be quality controlled
and is traceability. The system implements safety warning function for cattle breeding epidemic and
product quality, so it can ensure the safety of beef products from all aspects of production
management. Finally, the renderings of system implementation are gained.
Index terms: RFID technology, beef quality, traceability system, ear tag, product safety.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With economic globalization, cross-border and inter-regional flow of food more frequently, a
variety of food safety incidents and hazards were rapidly expanding and is spreading [1]. How
to ensure the safety of meat had been global issues which placed in front of today's
government, food manufacturers and food scientists and urgent to be solved [2]. To this end,
scholars at home and abroad conduct a lot of research on building safety system framework of
the whole process of beef production [3].
In other countries, radio frequency identification (RFID) technology in the field of food
quality control has been widely studied [4,5,6]. Australia established a livestock labeling and
traceability system, using a unified electronic identification ear tags for cattle management [7].
Japan has established a food card system since 2001, namely agricultural biographical system
which is used to implement agricultural production and marketing tracking [8]. SYSCO
company, North America's largest food service marketing and distribution organization has
showed that the ability of RFID in monitoring temperature, humidity and other environmental
parameters during transport is strong, can effectively ensure food quality and quality safety.
In domestic food security, RFID technology has gradually become a hot research [9,10]. At
present, the domestic traceability system mostly establish for farms or processing enterprises,
often neglected phase of product sales tracking and tracing [11,12,13,14]. The product sales
stage is the entrance to fake and shoddy products into the consumer market. If you neglect
this stage of the product information monitoring, resulting in counterfeit products into the
consumer market, so tracing for farms and processing enterprises upstream would be
meaningless. Therefore, in-depth study of beef cattle traceability system to track the product
life cycle, to improve the quality and safety of beef in China, increasing consumer confidence
in beef consumption has far-reaching social significance.
In this study, the RFID technology is introduced to identify individual and beef cattle, and the
collected data of the growth of cattle, beef processing and marketing of various processes is
uploaded to network database which is designed in "PHP + MySQL", the whole process of
product quality beef tracking and tracing can be achieved.
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II.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Beef production process is a complete supply chain [15], according to the current situation of
China's aquaculture industry, and its information tracing mechanism can be summarized as
three key nodes:
1) Farms, slaughtering farm, production and processing enterprises, other supply chain
members, government agencies, as well as the third-party organizations and trade market
provide the basic data for the traceability system through food safety supervision, software
and hardware platform.
2) Center database of traceability of beef quality and safety information and monitoring and
early warning system supervise and analyze received information to provide authoritative
information to consumers and provide product information and services for businesses and
suppliers.
3) Consumers can found product information and business related authentication information
and feedback through the Internet, kiosk terminals sales outlets. At the same time, regulators
and members of beef production and processing supply chain do some appropriate process
based on feedback.
Shown in Figure 1, beef production and processing of information traceability process are
distributed on each link in the supply chain nodes.

Figure 1. Quality beef traceability system architecture and data flow
Beef production, cattle slaughtering and processing enterprises first applied for certification of
production of "pollution-free, green" beef cattle product identification to a third-party beef
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cattle management system (reporting information including the location, the full name of the
applicant, product names, trademarks, annual and other information). Third-party system
management department organize personnel to test, publish beef production company
directory on the website after testing, and promotion of its products and distribution purchase,
sale information.
Beef producers take cattle barns as the unit to record each barns cattle breeding information.
After 1.5 to 2 years, the production of beef products is tested and inspected by inspection and
quarantine departments, it will be sent to slaughter and processing sectors after passing
inspection.
Slaughter and processor record for each batch of beef slaughter and processing information.
The products of production beef enter the areas of circulation and sale after inspection and
quarantine. People of storage and transportation record reception, storage, warehousing and
cargo send a message of transportation links.
Sellers record sales cycle information. Consumers can inquiries all aspects of the sales
information from cattle rearing, beef slaughter and processing, storage and transportation to
sale through network, SMS, telephone and other media after buying beef products. Founding
that product quality problem, they can complain through product traceability codes.
System management department view and audit management, epidemic early warning and
beef product quality and safety warnings of information reported by cattle producers and
slaughter and processors. Specific implementation is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Specific implementation
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III.

SYSTEM DESIGN

a. System Components
Safety of beef traceability system (referred to as "beef traceability system") focused
production of from factory farms to large slaughterhouses, to supermarket sales. According to
beef production process, "beef traceability system" includes aquaculture production,
slaughtering, processing and supermarket sales three application modules, each module
including growth monitoring and growth information tracking.
1) Beef farm system mainly records and manages archives of the growth process of beef; buy,
store, collect and use veterinary medicine, feed and disinfection products, and whether
breeding environment meets the standards and law of national or regional; early warning of
irregularities.
2) The Slaughter system mainly monitors beef transport; converts beef individual
identification information; preserves and records archival of cattle; beef monitoring test
results; beef storage and transportation monitoring; early warning of irregularities.
3) Sales system mainly monitors beef environmental safety, health and price, the health of the
sales staff and sales aspects of beef stored in compliance with relevant regulations and
standards, while providing consumers with information queries.
b. Traceability system architecture design
The system software is designed on the basis of previous studies on the use of PHP + SQL
2005 to develop and design. Dynamic web is designed by using PHP, the collected cattle
rearing and slaughter and processing, and other related information are stored in the network
database. Access and share information by using Web dynamic interactive technology and
browser / server (B / S) mode to, so all levels producer and consumer can inquiry and trace.
The system consists of a core of enterprise management systems, central database,
consumer-oriented retrospective platform. Core system consists of three parts which are client
layer, application layer and database layer, shown in figure 3. Client layer uses PHP to design
client dynamic page, mainly to complete the interaction between user's front functions and
back functions and output final results query; Application layer, which is the core of the
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system, depending on the different data request realizes the data processing and computing
and completes the application logic and functionality of quality traceability system users by
returning the need data format through data conversion middleware; Database layer, including
all data related to the platform, which include user information, product information, process
information, historical information and so on, achieves traceability data information storage
and management and provides data support to quality traceability system function. It
exchanges data with other enterprise systems on supply through the Web Service, provides to
consumers in the form of services and consumers query in network by product number after
purchasing products.

Figure 3. Core system architecture
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Figure 4. The overall design of the structure diagram of the system

The overall design of the structure diagram of the system is shown in Figure4, the foreground
structure of the system is shown in figure 5 and background function structure of the system is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. The foreground structure of the system
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Figure 6. The background function structure of the system

c. Database design
Some of the database tables which are designed in the system are shown as follow.

Table 1: RFID ear tag table

Field name

Data Types

Constraint

earid(Ear label)

Varchar(30)

Primary Key

weight(Slaughter weight)

Varchar(30)

NULL

munityrecs(Immu-nization records)

Varchar(30)

NULL

treathrecs(Treatme-nt records)

Varchar(30)

NULL

Birthday(Date of birth)

Varchar(30)

NULL

Feeders(Feed)

Varchar(30)

NULL

health(Health Status)

Varchar(30)

NULL

Table 2: feed fed table

Field name
feedid (Feeding No.)

Data Types
int

Constraint
Primary Key, Denity(1,1)
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earid(Ear label)

Varchar(30)

Primary Key

feedstiffid(Feed No.)

Varchar(30)

NULL

feedingday(Fee-ding time)

Varchar(30)

NULL

feedstatus(Fed -state)

Varchar(30)

NULL

operator(Breeder)

Varchar(30)

NULL

Table 3: Beef treatment table

Field name

Data Types

Constraint

earid(Ear label)

Varchar(30)

Primary Key

treathid(Treatment No.)

int

Primary Key, Denity(1,1)

cattleid(Kraal No.)

Varchar(30)

NULL

dieeasename(Cattl-e Disease Name)

Varchar(30)

NULL

dieeaseday(Treat-ment Date)

Varchar(30)

NULL

treathmethod(Trea-tment methods)

Varchar(30)

NULL

treater(Veterinary)

Varchar(30)

Varchar(30)

Table 4: Slaughter Table

Field name

Data Types

Constraint

earid

Varchar(30)

Primary Key

slaughterid

int

Primary Key, Denity(1,1)

Slaughter people

Varchar(30)

NULL

Slaughteday

Varchar(30)

NULL

Slaughter voltage

Varchar(30)

NULL
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IV.

THE KEY TECHNOLOGIES OF TRACEABILITY SYSTEM

a. Identification of individual cattle
Identification of individual cattle and safety tracking and traceability of identification of food
require strict surveillance from the production source, it also requires each cow code should
have a unique identification code marked and convenient entry and read. RFID(Radio
Frequency Identification) technology is a non-contact automatic identification technology[16],
automatically distinguishes target objects and gets relevant data, can work in a variety of
harsh environments; may identify fast moving objects; may also identify multiple tags; quick
and easy be operated. So the "RFID + bar code" technology is used to achieve full control and
traceability of beef products.
Each calf from birth, the breeder will use a fixed reader unified to write the ear tag of the
cattle based on the initial information of each cattle. Written information include unique RFID
ear tag of cattle which automatically generated by the system default, the origin of the beef,
immune information, treatment records information and other important

information of beef

individual. The ear tag and file will follow the cattle migration and metastasis. Each time
when the performance of growth of cattle or migration is measured, both the information on
the ear tag will be red by using the reader and promptly uploaded to the web server.
In daily feeding process, when the breeder operates a cattle once, he can use handset to read
the ear tag in order to record all specific operations carried out against the cow and write
important information of directly related to beef quality and safety such as immunization,
treatment etc..

After completion of the operation every day, via serial communication

between handset and computer, the system will automatically store breeding record of every
beef cattle in the system database, keeping a log form in the database. When cattle leaves the
pen, system forms breeding traceability information of each head of beef cattle by keeping a
log of these finishing.
When cattle enter into the slaughterhouse, the ear tag need to be scanned and will be
transferred to the RFID tags on the hook. Beef is segmented after arranging acid and maturing,
then reads the RFID tag information hanging on hooks on the beef, then print out the
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corresponding one-dimensional bar code, post on the division of the meat packing and it will
be sold.
When

carcass leave slaughter line, the system reads the electronic identification number, to

obtain the corresponding ear tag through the database, using a one-dimensional bar code to
finally identify carcass or meat division until sold in supermarkets, thus ensuring that users
buy each piece of meat have the original code carcass.
b. Data coding
Ear tag coding design of cattle uses 14 digits. The first 8 digits represent detailed birthplace of
cattle, where four represents provinces code, and the remaining four is different farming
organization code; The last 6 represents the actual sequence number of the cattle breeding
organization, which two digits represents birth reign, and the remaining four is

the actual

sequence number of that year for cattle, so that the ear tag contains the ears of cattle bovine
origin, year of birth, and other basic information. As shown in figure 7.

.

Figure 7.

Ear tag numbers of cattle

c. Data synchronization technology
Data synchronization means in a network environment, data of each beef production and
processing companies maintain consistency with updates for the central database of cattle cattle processed safety traceability system, so that you can ensure the timeliness of the
convergence of information and traceability of the supply chain before data . The system uses
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) to Extensible Markup Language data synchronization
[17]. Operator business side by selecting a date, the system updates data automatically
separated and converted to XML, data synchronization module starts, dating back end system
to automatically determine whether this data exist in the center, if there is, data
synchronization exit, if not, then XML data is desterilized as data recorded and added to the
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retrospective central database. Such updates manner is suit both for beef production enterprise
without a good network environment, but also can reduce the amount of time to update the
data, which is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8.

Data Synchronization

d. Multi-platform retrospective technology
The system provides a variety of ways such as SMS, website, telephone and terminal
scanning to achieve product traceability, although the platform is different, but the data is
synchronized between the platforms, so consumers no matter by what traceability platform,
can trace the latest product information [18]. Specific procedures for traceability: consumers
enter the product code through various platforms, traceability system based on a lookup table
to determine whether retroactive had been traced. If you have already traced, the system
would have been retroactive time, IP address, or phone number is returned to the consumer; if
not, the traceability system will return the relevant traceability information to consumers. This
makes it conducive to the realization of the security products. Multi-platform retrospective
flow is shown in Figure 9[19].
Previous query information
No

Website

Cell phone

Inquiry

Traceability
information
inquiry

Phone
Scan

Return query results
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Figure 9.

Multi-platform information query

V.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The system uses the MVC (Model View Controller) design pattern [20]. The system consists
of three parts: Model refers to the business data / information processing modules [21],
including access processing, computing and integration of business data, namely the database
module, which is a key part of the program to be executed and is responsible for establishing
the connection to the database, creating a data table, storing data and in response to user
queries, etc. in the system. View refers to the user interface which is user-oriented data show,
namely the front display module which provides tracking of each piece of beef traceability
information to consumers and the result is to be displayed by the view after the operation of
the database module. Controller is used to manage interaction which occurs between user and
the view to determine appropriate keyword of the query information, and is responsible for
handling Model, manage it in order to satisfy the query of the user interface.
The ordinary user does not need to log in to query the related information, the administrator
log in which requires a user name and password. Main interface of the system is shown in
Figure 10. Administrators can query, add, modify, and delete the relevant information, farm
administrator to add information page shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10.

Main interface
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Figure 11.

Farm administrator add information

Ordinary users can query cattle breeding, slaughter, storage and sales information and so on
of beef. Part of the query pages are shown in Figure 12 to Figure 16.

Figure 12. Cattle breeding inquiry
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Figure 13. Slaughter inquiry

Figure 14. Cattle quarantine inquiry
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Figure 15. Storage inquiry

Figure 16. Sales inquiries

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Quality and safety of beef traceability system based on RFID technology takes into account
the interests of producers, regulators and consumers in three aspects. Because this system
effectively monitor the farming environment, it not only improves the quality of beef cattle
which are raised, reduces business risk of farming enterprises due to high rate of Cattle
culling rate, but also forms a reliable and accurate traceability of product quality information
for every head of cattle. Regulators can timely guide on beef cattle production and quality
safety of beef products is implemented certification, inspection, market access, early warning
and confirmation of responsibility in order to achieve effective supervision. Consumers
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inquiry a variety of information from production to sales information of the purchased beef
products through a variety of inquiries media, evaluate and complaint to protect their
interests.
Traceability system covers cattle breeding, slaughter and processing and other industry
standard system and regulates the behavior of producers of beef cattle industry chain and
promotes the standardization of production. It Realizes function that from beef production,
slaughter and processing, cold chain storage and transportation to all aspects of the sales
information can be traced and has the function of early warning for beef epidemic and beef
product quality and safety. The system can make the alarm before quality and safety of beef
products event occur or occur early. When the quality of security incidents occurs, it can
implement in specific units of specific responsibilities, such as specific links and forms of in
what time, in what circumstances, with which form to produce beef and slaughter and
processing by who in what time, in what way to inspect and quarantine, and by what transport
sector transport, have been where you are, enters which warehouses, the warehouse is
responsible by who, how is warehouse storage environment, specific information sellers, all
of these can be reflected. After the promotion and application of beef production process
tracking and safety traceability platform, beef products safety is ensured and improves public
confidence in beef product traceability from the various aspects of production management.
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